FOOTPATH/BRIDLEWAY/BYWAY FINGERPOST SIGN (USING OFFSET BRACKETS AND UNI-CLIPS)

STANDARD FOOTPATH SIGN
130 POINT WHITE TEXT - ARIAL FONT SIGN - GREEN BACKGROUND WAYMARKER - YELLOW

STANDARD BRIDLEWAY SIGN
130 POINT WHITE TEXT - ARIAL FONT SIGN - GREEN BACKGROUND WAYMARKER - BLUE

STANDARD BYWAY SIGN
130 POINT WHITE TEXT - ARIAL FONT SIGN - GREEN BACKGROUND WAYMARKER - BRICK RED

ITEM | DESCRIPTION | MATERIAL | SIZE ETC
--- | --- | --- | ---
01 | DRIVE-IN - GREEN POST CAP | PLASTIC | TO FIT 60mm DIA POST
02 | OFFSET BRACKET (SEE NOTE 6) | ALUMINIUM | CLIP TYPE
03 | TEE SECTION CHANNEL (SEE NOTE 6) | ALUMINIUM | SMALL
04 | SIGN ARM | 12 SWG ALUMINIUM | FOR 60mm DIA POST
05 | UNI-CLIPS (SEE NOTE 6) | STEEL (GALVANISED) | 60mm DIA x 3000mm
06 | POST (SEE NOTE 6) | PLASTIC | TO FIT 60mm DIA BOTTOM